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         


              
              

               





           
              




           

















































              
     


    
          

             

              
     





             
              

         
             

 
            

              








                 
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           








             










   














               
                








282 kJ electricity 1 mol CO 
! mol O2 
1 mole H2 




250 kJ electricity 


























     





     






               














       














1 mol H2 





275 kJ electricity 
1 mol H2O 
! mol O2 
25 kJ heat (<60°C) 





310 kJ electricity 1 mol CO 
! mol O2 







              










          
             





              


               


              

            




   
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    














    


           
               

                 


Company Compressed H2 Liquid H2 
Gasoline and/or 
methanol reformer Cars/year LCV/year 
GM X X X 6.259.520 3.055.575 
Toyota X   7.211.474 1.108.333 
VW X X  5.964.004 256.777 
Ford X  X 3.565.626 2.586.284 
Honda X   3.868.546 43.268 
PSA X   3.024.863 432.522 
Nissan X   2.650.813 641.734 
Fiat X  (x) 1.990.715 536.578 
Renault X  (x) 2.276.044 392.996 
Hyundai X   2.292.075 67.003 
Suzuki X   2.284.139 312.177 
Chrysler X  (x) 754.855 1.779.269 
Daimler X  (x) 1.335.226 257.350 
BMW  X  1.541.503 - 
Mitsubishi X   1.100.528 304.273 
Top 15 production 46.119.931 11.774.139 
World production 56.301.121 12.775.910 
Top 15 share of world production  81,9 92,2 


           













































                









              


        
              
                 
        
      















   
             





























































            


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D.2.4 Transport demand and distances travelled 
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     

















































































USA Scenario 1 Cumulative
USA Scenario 2 Cumulative














             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             



















































































number of cars 
[thousands]
USA Scenario 1 Cumulative
USA Scenario 2 Cumulative

















               
     

                
                 





















      
        








             
             
             
             
             
             
            
            
             








             
             
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
             
               
  
            
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            

  
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.7 Conclusion on transport scenarios 
             
            
     
          

 
              

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

     

            

               


      


        
               
             





         














             












 =        

                 




































           








































     
        
      
       
     
     

































































































































































































   
   
   
   
   






























   




   




   
   
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   
   
  
   
   
   
   
   
  
   
   
   
   
   






   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   


   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                                                                                                                                            








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